
Leading Drink Driving Lawyers Benjamin &
Leonardo Announce That They Now Practice In
All NSW Courts
Leading drink driving lawyers has announced that they are
now practising in all NSW courts. The law firm has said they
can take up criminal cases across NSW

SYDNEY, NSW, AUSTRALIA, July 2, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Benjamin & Leonardo has
announced that they can take up cases across NSW; this is
because they can litigate in all NSW courts. The law firm
has said that the ability for them to operate across NWS will
allow for them to serve a greater number of people across
the country. However, even though the law firm is mostly
famous for their success at defending drink driving cases
they have also had great success with other criminal cases
as well over the years and continue to do so. 

Drink driving is one of the most common criminal charges faced by thousands of Australians across
the country. However, even though the number of drink driving solicitors may now number in the
dozens many of these lawyers are not good at successfully defending clients. Many times legal slip-
ups and a lack of preparation cost clients thousands of dollars, their jobs and at least a two year long
driving ban. That said drink driving is not as serious as assault and other charges which carry a more
severe penalty. People who are faced with drink driving charges in addition to assault and other
criminal charges often find it hard to get good representation. But this is where the expert services of
Benjamin & Leonardo, who specialize in all types of criminal cases across NSW come in. 

"We are proud to be able to defend our clients across all courts in NSW. We work very hard to defend
our clients and the ability to defend clients across NSW means that regardless of the charges we can
defend them successfully," said one of the lawyers at Benjamin & Leonardo. "People who are in need
of help or representation can call us at any time they can also contact or book an appointment via our
newly designed website, which is aimed at making it easy for people to get help." 

Benjamin & Leonardo is one of the leading criminal lawyers in Australia. The law firm has been
around for a very long time and has been responsible for getting many clients reduced penalties or
simply allowed to go free. Both Benjamin and Leonardo have been practising law successfully for over
a decade and use their experience to help people with some of the most complicated and difficult
cases which range from drink driving to other matters. They also provide advice via their free
consultation service. However, experts strongly advice that people who do seek consultation with an
attorney always go in prepared with all the details drafted on paper. Since this ensures that they don't
forget to mention important points which could help the attorney draft a viable action plan.

More information about Benjamin & Leonardo criminal lawyers can be found on their website. The
new redesigned website also allows for people to directly book a consultation session with the

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.thedefenders.com.au


company by filling out a short form. Alternatively, people can simply call up the service to find out
more or to book an appointment.
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